ENJOY ANY ONE OF OUR PREMIUM
FINE TEAS BY HARNEY & SONS
Small Pot | 8
Large pot | 12

CHAMOMILE
Egypt provides us with the finest chamomile flowers of which
we use only flower heads, no extenders. This produces a tisane
with definite body. Perfect for winding down on an evening
spent away from home, or during a hectic day at the office

TRADITIONAL AFTERNOON
TEA
*Includes a variety of everything you see below &
bottomless tea for one | 38

RASPBERRY SCONES

MACAROONS

MINT VERBENA
Mint Verbena is an invigorating full-bodied herbal that
combines two favorites: caffeine-free mint and lemon verbena.
Of course, peppermint is known for its ability to calm a
temperamental stomach

PARIS
Mike Harney has enjoyed many a pot of tea in the famous
Paris tea shops. In homage, he created what's become one of
their most popular blends, reminiscent of a Parisian favorite. A
fruity black tea with vanilla and caramel flavors, it contains a
hint of lemony Bergamot

ORGANIC ENGLISH
BREAKFAST
Organic Chinese Black tea from Keemun makes a smooth fullbodied brew of this traditional breakfast blend.

DRAGON PEARL JASMINE
Delight in Dragon Pearl Jasmine tea. A masterpiece from
Fuan, China comprised of little hand rolled tea 'pearls' gently
infused with floral essences from jasmine flowers. The tea is
beautiful to look at, and the light-colored brew is full of floral
and sweet aromas.

MINI OATMEAL/CHOCOLATE
CHIP COOKIES

CHOCOLATE MOUSSE TARTS
WITH SHAVED CHOCOLATE

STRAWBERRY/BLACKBERRY
GARNISH

TURKEY, PESTO, ARUGULA
WRAP

SMOKED SALMON
PROFITEROLE WITH DILL
CREAM CHEESE & CAPERS

JAPANESE SENCHA
This Sencha is a very fine one, and can be found in many homes
in Tokyo. It is a very approachable green tea, and a fine choice
for everyday.

EGG MAYO WITH ROCKET
GREENS SANDWICH

DECAFFEINATED CEYLON
A quality black tea with the caffeine removed, yet the depth of
flavor remains intact.

*We cannot unfortunately provide any substitutions with food options

